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SKU, weight & dimension
Lbs/L W H Inches
SKU: HFS7886/1
HFS7886/2
HFS7886/3

Ship weight: 625lb

Ship Dimension:
86x48x17

Price: w/net 1$3895, $3100usd
w/net 2$3895, $3100usd
w/net 3$4095, $3100usd

XL HayBoss Feeder

SKU: HFX54102

Ship weight: 600lb

Ship Dimension:
24x54x78

Price: $3895,
$3100usd

Description

The Standard HayBoss Feeder is
designed to fit any size round bale or up
to 16 small square bales. It is made from
galvanized steel to ensure maximum
durability. The high quality, thick nylon
net is self tensioned by the spring loaded
roller, always keeping the net taut no
matter the amount of feed inside. This
also enables the feeder to be put on a
fence line to feed two paddocks at once.
Please choose #1 Net (approx. 1 ¼”
diamonds) or #2 Net (approx 1 5/8”
diamonds) or #3 Net (approx 2 ½”
diamonds) to go with your feeder. Rain,
snow, mud, wind and waste are no
longer an issue with HayBoss Feeders.
For loading, simply unlatch the net
handles and allow the net to roll up on
the rollers, load bale on end, cut strings
or wrap and stretch net around the bale
and re-latch the handle. Assembled
dimension: 95”x78”x84.5”

The XL HayBoss Feeder is designed to
accommodate one large rectangular bale
up to 4’x4’x8’ or can be loaded with as
many as 20 small square bales. Height of
floor can be adjusted to 16” or 27” from
the ground. Made with galvanized metal
for maximum durability. It is equipped
with Net #1 (approx. 1 ¼” diamonds)
attached to spring loaded rollers
eliminating slack at all times. This also
enables the feeder to be put on a fence
line to feed two paddocks at once. Rain,
snow, mud, wind and waste are no
longer an issue with HayBoss Feeders.
For loading, simply unlatch net handle
and allow the nets to roll up on the
rollers, load bale, cut strings or wrap and
stretch net around bale and re-latch the
handle. Assembled dimensions:
110”x54”x70”or 82”

JR HayBoss Feeder

SKU: HFJ5451

Ship weight: 375lb

Ship Dimension:
20x78x54

Price: $3100,
$2600usd

Do It Yourself Standard Round Bale
Feeder

SKU: HDIYS1
HDIYS2
Ship weight: 147lb

Ship Dimension:
78”x24”x10”
Assembled
Dimension:
95”x78”x85”

Inside Dimensions:
86”x78”x66”

Just like all other HayBoss Feeders, the
Junior is made of galvanized steel for
maximum durability. The height of floor
can be adjusted to 16” or 27” from the
ground. The Net # 1 (approx. 1 ¼”
diamonds) is kept taut at all times with
spring loaded rollers. This also enables
the feeder to be put on a fence line to
feed two paddocks at once. The Junior is
designed to load up to 8 small square
bales simply by unlatching the net
handle, allowing the net to roll up on the
spring loaded roller. Load bales, cut the
strings and pull the net around the bales
and re-latch the handle. Rain, snow,
mud, wind and waste are no longer an
issue with HayBoss Feeders. Assembled
dimensions: 60”x54”x70”or 82”
HayBoss Feeders now has DIY round
bale Feeders! We are excited to offer our
customers an opportunity to build their
own HayBoss Feeder. Now you can have
the best, raised and covered forage feeder
in the world while saving a bunch of
money. Choose #1 Net (approx. 1 ¼”
diamonds) or #2 Net (approx 1 5/8”
diamonds) to go with your feeder.
Included are the roller and handle
frames, nets, hardware and easy to
follow construction instructions. Also
comes with a list of materials to purchase
($300-$400) at your local hardware store
to build your own HayBoss Feeder.

Price: $1895cad
$1585usd
Do It Yourself XL Square Bale Feeder

SKU: HDIYX1

Ship weight: 140lbs

Ship Dimension:
66”x24”x10”
Assembled
Dimension:
110”x54”x68”

Inside Dimensions:
102”x54”x54”
Price: $1895cad
$1585usd

HayBoss Feeders now has DIY large
square bale Feeders! We are excited to
offer our customers an opportunity to
build their own HayBoss Feeder. Now
you can have the best, raised and covered
forage feeder in the world while saving a
bunch of money. Included are the roller
and handle frames, nets, hardware and
easy to follow construction instructions.
Also comes with a list of materials to
purchase ($300-$400) at your local
hardware store to build your own
HayBoss Feeder.

Do It Yourself JR Square Bale Feeder

SKU: HDIYJ1
Ship weight: 132lb

Ship Dimension:
10x20x68
Assembled
Dimension:
60”x54”x68”

Inside Dimensions:
51”x54”x54”
PenPal HayBoss Feeder

Price: $1675cad
$1460usd
SKU: HFPP1

Ship weight: 30lbs

Ship Dimension:
8.5”x47”x24”
Assembled
Dimension:
23”x46”x16”

HayBoss Feeders now has DIY small
square bale Feeders! We are excited to
offer our customers an opportunity to
build their own HayBoss Feeder. Now
you can have the best, raised and covered
forage feeder in the world while saving a
bunch of money. Included are the roller
and handle frames, nets, hardware and
easy to follow construction instructions.
Also comes with a list of materials to
purchase at your local hardware store
($200-$300) to build your own HayBoss
Feeder.

This awesome feeder was designed to
make feeding small square bales quick,
easy, efficient and clean. Simply unlatch
the net frame, place the bale inside and
relatch the net frame. Use in conjunction
with the HayBoss Hay Buddy and make
your chores even easier.
The PenPal is easy to assemble, easy to
install and easy to use. You and your
animals will love The HayBoss Feeders
Penpal.

Price: $420cad
$360usd

Hay Buddy

SKU:HHB48
Ship weight: 30lbs

Ship Dimension:
6.5”x32”x23”
Assembled
Dimension:
22”x48”x26.5”

Price: $390cad
$330usd

The HayBoss Hay Buddy is a 15”
wheeled cart designed to make hauling
and loading a small square bale into a
PenPal a breeze. Simply put a square
bale on the cart and wheel it to the
feeder, tip the bale up into the open
PenPal and latch the net frame. The
feeder and cart combo makes it the
easiest and cleanest way to feed small
square bales.

Standard #1 Net Assembly
One side

SKU: NAS10100

Ship weight: 17.5lb
Ship Dimension:
8”x8”x76”
Price: $450cad
$375usd

Standard #2 Net Assembly
One side

SKU: NAS13100

Ship weight: 17.5lb
Ship Dimension:
8”x8”x76”
Price: $408cad
$340usd

Standard #3 Net Assembly
One side

SKU: NAS18150

Ship weight: 19lb

Ship Dimension:
8”x8”x76”
Price: $508cad
$425usd

This durable UV rated netting has been
chosen for its high tensile strength and
great resistance to abrasion. Having
approximately 1 ¼”x 1 ¼” diamond
sizes, the #1 Net is recommended for
horses that are already familiar with net
feeding as well as goats, sheep, deer and
other exotics. Allows your animals to eat
small amounts for long periods of time
as nature intended. Reduces waste,
cribbing, heaves, ulcers as well as herd
aggression in turn saving you time and
money. Comes complete with rods,
cables, handle and roller connecting bar.
Note: If you purchased your feeder
before 2019 you may need the update kit.
Be sure to contact HayBoss Feeders to
ensure this new system will work for
you.
This durable UV rated netting has been
chosen for its high tensile strength and
great resistance to abrasion. Having
approximately 1 5/8”x 1 5/8” diamond
sizes, the #2 Net is recommended for
first time net feeders, hard keepers, colts
and senior horses. It drastically reduces
waste, cribbing, heaves, ulcers as well as
herd aggression. Comes complete with
rods, cables, handle and roller connecting
bar.
Note: If you purchased your feeder
before 2019 you may need the update kit.
Be sure to contact HayBoss Feeders to
ensure this new system will work for
you.
This durable UV rated netting has been
chosen for its high tensile strength and
great resistance to abrasion. Having
approximately 2 ¼”x 2 ¼” diamond
sizes, the #3 is our heavy duty net with
cordage 1 ½ times larger than the #1 and
#2 nets. It is recommended for first time
net feeders, hard keepers, colts and
senior horses. It drastically reduces
waste, cribbing, heaves, ulcers as well as
herd aggression. Comes complete with
rods, cables, handle and roller connecting
bar.
Note: If you purchased your feeder
before 2019 you may need the update kit.
Be sure to contact HayBoss Feeders to
ensure this new system will work for
you.

XL #1 Net Assembly
One side

SKU: NAX10100

Ship weight: 18lb
Ship Dimension:
9x9x58
Price: $450,
$375usd

JR #1 Net Assembly
One side

SKU: NAJ10100
Ship weight: 13

Ship Dimension:
7x7x58
Price: $339,
$282.50usd

Standard #1 Net Panel

SKU: NPS10100

Ship weight: 6.5lb
Ship Dimension:
16x18x4
Price: $195,
$163usd

This durable UV rated netting has been
chosen for its high tensile strength and
great resistance to abrasion. It is made to
fit on XL HayBoss Feeders. Having
approximately 1 ¼”x 1 ¼” diamond
sizes, the #1 Net is recommended for
horses that are already familiar with net
feeding as well as goats, sheep, deer and
other exotics. This net allows your
animals to eat small amounts for long
periods of time as nature intended.
Reduces waste, cribbing, heaves, ulcers
as well as herd aggression in turn saving
you time and money. Comes complete
with rods, cables, handle and roller
connecting bar.
Note: If you purchased your feeder
before 2019 you may need the update kit.
Be sure to contact HayBoss Feeders to
ensure this new system will fit.
This durable UV rated netting has been
chosen for its high tensile strength and
great resistance to abrasion. It is made to
fit on Jr. HayBoss Feeders. Having
approximately 1 ¼”x 1 ¼” diamond
sizes, the #1 Net is recommended for
horses that are already familiar with net
feeding as well as goats, sheep, deer and
other exotics. Allows your animals to eat
small amounts for long periods of time
as nature intended. Reduces waste,
cribbing, heaves, ulcers as well as
herd aggression, in turn saving you time
and money. Comes complete with rods,
cables, handle and roller connecting bar.
Note: If you purchased your feeder
before 2019 you may need the update kit.
Be sure to contact HayBoss Feeders to
ensure this new system will work for
you.
This durable UV rated netting has been
chosen for its high tensile strength and
great resistance to abrasion. Designed as
a replacement netting for the Standard
HayBoss Feeder. Having approximately
1 ¼”x 1 ¼” diamond sizes, the #1 Net is
recommended for horses that are already
familiar with net feeding as well as
goats, sheep, deer and other exotics.
Allow your animals to eat small amounts
for long periods of time as nature
intended. Reduces waste, cribbing,
heaves, ulcers as well as
herd aggression, in turn saving you time
and money.
Note: If you purchased your feeder
before 2019 you may need the update kit.
Be sure to contact HayBoss Feeders to
ensure this new netting will work for you

Standard #2 Net Panel

SKU: NPS13100

Ship weight: 5lb

Ship Dimension:
16x18x4
Price: $160,
$134usd

Standard #3 Net Panel

SKU: NPS18150

Ship weight: 7.5lb
Ship Dimension:
16x18x4
Price: $260,
$208usd

XL #1 Net Panel

SKU: NPX10100

Ship weight: 6lb

Ship Dimension:
16x18x4
Price: $185,
$155usd

This durable UV rated netting has been
chosen for its high tensile strength and
great resistance to abrasion. Designed as
a replacement netting for the Standard
Hayboss Feeder. Having approximately
1 5/8”x 1 5/8” diamond sizes, the #2 Net
is recommended for first time equine net
feeders, hard keepers, colts and senior
horses. Allow your animals to eat small
amounts for long periods of time as
nature intended. Reduces waste,
cribbing, heaves, ulcers as well as herd
aggression, in turn saving you time and
money.
Note: If you purchased your feeder
before 2019 you may need the update kit.
Be sure to contact HayBoss Feeders to
ensure the new system will work
This durable UV rated netting has been
chosen for its high tensile strength and
great resistance to abrasion. Having
approximately 2 ¼”x 2 ¼” diamond
sizes, the #3 is our heavy duty net with
cordage 1 ½ times larger than the #1 and
#2 nets. It is recommended for first time
net feeders, hard keepers, colts and
senior horses. If you find your animals
are wearing the other nets out too soon
then this is the net for you. It drastically
reduces waste, cribbing, heaves, ulcers as
well as herd aggression
Note: If you purchased your feeder
before 2019 you may need the update kit.
Be sure to contact HayBoss Feeders to
ensure the new netting will work for you.

This durable UV rated netting has been
chosen for its high tensile strength and
great resistance to abrasion. Designed as
a replacement netting for the XL
Hayboss Feeder. Having approximately
1 ¼”x 1 ¼” diamond sizes, the #1 Net is
recommended for horses that are already
familiar with net feeding as well as
goats, sheep, deer and other exotics.
Allow your animals to eat small amounts
for long periods of time as nature
intended. Reduces waste, cribbing,
heaves, ulcers as well as
herd aggression, in turn saving you time
and money.
Note: If you purchased your feeder
before 2019 you may need the update kit.
Be sure to contact HayBoss Feeders to
ensure the new netting will work for you.

JR #1 Net Panel

SKU: NPJ10100

Ship weight: 4lb

Ship Dimension:
16x18x3
Price: $145,
$119usd

PenPal #1 Net Panel

SKU: NPP10100

Ship weight: 1lb

Ship Dimension:
6x8x3
Price: $39.50,
$33usd

Std Paw Bar Kit

SKU: KPBS
Ship weight: 71lb
Ship Dimension:
91x36x18
Price: $495,
$420usd

This durable UV rated netting has been
chosen for its high tensile strength and
great resistance to abrasion. Designed as
a replacement netting for the Junior
Hayboss Feeder. Having approximately
1 ¼”x 1 ¼” diamond sizes, the #1 Net is
recommended for horses that are already
familiar with net feeding as well as
goats, sheep, deer and other exotics.
Allow your animals to eat small amounts
for long periods of time as nature
intended. Reduces waste, cribbing,
heaves, ulcers as well as
herd aggression, in turn saving you time
and money.
Note: If you purchased your feeder
before 2019 you may need the update kit.
Be sure to contact HayBoss Feeders to
ensure the new netting will work for you.
This durable UV rated netting has been
chosen for its high tensile strength and
great resistance to abrasion. Designed as
a replacement netting for the PenPal
Hayboss Feeder. Having approximately
1 ¼”x 1 ¼” diamond sizes, the #1 Net is
recommended for horses that are already
familiar with net feeding as well as
goats, sheep, deer and other exotics.
Allow your animals to eat small amounts
for long periods of time as nature
intended. Reduces waste, cribbing,
heaves, ulcers as well as
herd aggression, in turn saving you time
and money.

The paw bar is designed to eliminated
pre mature wear on the net due to horses
pawing. The 1 5/8” galvanized pipe
follows the outside perimeter 12” above
the floor to deter horses from pawing at
the net. Install by drilling and bolting 4
brackets to the floor of the feeder. For
loading unhook bungee and flip the bar
out of the way. By using a bungee cord
to hold the bar down it also serves as a
safety break to help eliminate any chance
of injury to the horses. Comes with
brackets and hardware necessary to
install on both sides of the feeder.

Std Sheep and Goat Guard Kit

SKU: KGGS26

Ship weight: 1 lb

Ship Dimension:
8x8x2
Price: $120,
$95usd
XL Sheep and Goat Guard Kit

SKU: KGGX17

Ship weight: 5.5 lb

Ship Dimension:
3x3x47

The Standard Goat and Sheep Guard is a
26” wide, solid tarp like material to be
installed on the top inside portion of the
nets. It allows only the lower portion of
the bale to be exposed, eliminating
climbing which in turn reduces waste.
Comes with zip ties for attaching to the
net. Comes with both sides

The XL Goat and Sheep Guard Kit is a
bar with latches that attaches to the roof
of the feeder. By latching the net to the
bar it eliminates smaller animals from
climbing and only eating the top of the
bale, which in turn reduces waste.

Price: $168,
$140usd
JR Sheep and Goat Guard Kit

SKU: KGGJ17

Ship weight: 4 lb

Ship Dimension:
3x3x47

The JR Goat and Sheep Guard is a bar
with latches that attaches to the roof of
the feeder. By latching the net to the bar
it eliminates smaller animals from
climbing and only eating the top of the
bale, which in turn reduces waste.

Price: $144,
$120usd
Net Update Kit

SKU: KNU01

Ship weight: 1lb

Ship Dimension:
5x6x2
Price: $61.50,
$51.25usd

The net update kit is designed to
enable attachment of the new HayBoss
Feeders net system to any existing
HayBoss Feeder that has been
purchased before 2019. Comes with
easy to follow instructions and all
parts and hardware needed.

#1 Net Repair Kit

SKU: KNR10100

Ship weight: 13 oz
Ship Dimension:
7x6x5

Price: $58, $48usd

Net Repair Kit #2

SKU: KNR13100

Ship weight: 13 oz
Ship Dimension:
7x6x5

Price: $55, $46usd

Net Repair Kit #3

SKU: KNR20130
Ship weight:

Ship Dimension:
Price:

The HayBoss Feeders net repair kit
comes with 100 50lb zip ties and a 4
square foot piece of #1 net to perform
multiple repairs in the net if necessary.
Simply cut out any broken strands, cut
the size of patch needed to patch the
hole. Zip tie each knot of the patch to
the existing net and cut the tails off of
the zip ties. Repairing any damage as
soon as possible is the best way to
achieve the longest possible life
expectancy of your net.
The HayBoss Feeders net repair kit
comes with 100 50lb zip ties and a 4
square foot piece of #2 net to perform
multiple repairs in the net if necessary.
Simply cut out any broken strands, cut
the size of patch needed to patch the
hole. Zip tie each knot of the patch to
the existing net and cut the tails off of
the zip ties. Repairing any damage as
soon as possible is the best way to
achieve the longest possible life
expectancy of your net.
The HayBoss Feeders net repair kit
comes with 100 50lb zip ties and a 4
square foot piece of #3 net to perform
multiple repairs in the net if necessary.
Simply cut out any broken strands, cut
the size of patch needed to patch the
hole. Zip tie each knot of the patch to
the existing net and cut the tails off of
the zip ties. Repairing any damage as
soon as possible is the best way to
achieve the longest possible life
expectancy of your net.

Standard Roof Bar Kit

SKU: KRB24

Ship weight: 1.2lb
Ship Dimension:
1.5x1.5x24
Price: $65,
$54.20usd

XL and JR Roof Bar Kit

SKU: KRB18

Ship weight: 1.1lb
Ship Dimension:
1.5x1.5x18
Price: $63,
$52.50usd

Standard L/H Roller

SKU: PRAL66

Ship weight: 16lb
Ship Dimension:
7x7x72

Standard R/H Roller

Price: $182.50,
$150usd
SKU: PRAR66

Ship weight: 16lb
Ship Dimension:
7x7x72

XL and JR L/H Roller

Price: $182.50,
$150usd
SKU: PRAL54

Ship weight: 14lb
Ship Dimension:
7x7x60
Price: $176,
$146.75usd

The Standard HayBoss Feeder roof bar
kit is designed to be installed on a
Standard feeder that was purchased
before 2018. This kit will hold your
nets vertical making it very difficult for
animals to get any access to feed above
or below the net. It also eliminates
tangling of nets when the feeder is
empty. Kit comes with easy to install
instruction and all the hardware to do
so.

The XL and JR HayBoss Feeder roof
bar kit is designed to be installed on a
XL or JR feeder that was purchased
before 2018. This kit will hold your
nets vertical making it very difficult for
animals to get any access to feed above
or below the net. It also eliminates
tangling of nets when the feeder is
empty. Kit comes with easy to install
instruction and all the hardware to do
so.
Looking at the rollers from the outside
of the feeder, on the roller side
determines a left or a right roller. This
is a complete left hand roller assembly
for a Standard HayBoss Feeder.

Looking at the rollers from the outside
of the feeder, on the roller side
determines a left or a right roller. This
is a complete right hand roller
assembly for a Standard HayBoss
Feeder.

Looking at the rollers from the outside
of the feeder, on the roller side
determines a left or a right roller. This
is a complete left hand roller assembly
for an XL or JR HayBoss Feeder.

XL and JR R/H Roller

SKU: PRAR54

Ship weight: 14lb
Ship Dimension:
7x7x60

Rod to Rod Cable 17”

Price: $176,
$146.75usd

SKU: PCLL33217
Ship weight: 2oz
Ship Dimension:
.5x.5x17

Rod to handle Cable 16”

Price: $6.5, $5.40usd
SKU: PCLL33216
Ship weight: 2oz
Ship Dimension:
.5x.5x17

Rod to roller Cable 16”

Price: $6.5, $5.40usd
SKU: PCLB33216
Ship weight: 2oz
Ship Dimension:
.5x.5x16

Roof Bar Cable and Snap

Price: $8.10,
$6.75usd
SKU: PCLL3323S

Ship weight: 1.4oz

Looking at the rollers from the outside
of the feeder, on the roller side
determines a left or a right roller. This
is a complete right hand roller
assembly for an XL or JR HayBoss
Feeder.
Replacement rubber coated net cables
with a loop at both ends. These attach
the fiberglass rods together.

Replacement rubber coated net cables
with a large loop at one end and a
small loop at the other end. The small
end attaches to the handle. The large
end attaches to the fiberglass rods.
There are four per feeder
Replacement rubber coated net cables
with a loop on one end and a ball on
the other. These attach the fiberglass
rods to the rollers

Replacement roof bar snap and cable

Ship Dimension:
1x1x6
Price: $13,
$10.80usd
Standard Net Rod And Caps

SKU: PFR71665C

Ship weight: 1.3lb
Ship Dimension:
.5x.5x66
Price: $18.50,
$15.40usd

7/16” fiberglass rods with cap on both
ends for a Standard HayBoss Feeder

JR And XL Net Rod And Caps

SKU: PFR71653C

Ship weight: 1.1lb

7/16” fiberglass rods with cap on both
ends for a JR or XL HayBoss Feeder

Ship Dimension:
.5x.5x54
Price: $18.00,
$15usd
Roller Spring L/H Assembly

SKU: PSR1.517LA

Ship weight: 2.5lb
Ship Dimension:
2x2x19

Roller Spring R/H Assembly

Price: $32,
$26.70usd

SKU:PSR1.517RA

Ship weight: 2.5lb
Ship Dimension:
2x2x19

Handle Latch Spring

Price: $32,
$26.70usd
SKU: PSHL516

Ship weight: .2oz

Looking at the rollers from the outside
of the feeder on the roller side
determines a left or a right roller. This
is replacement left roller spring and
inner square tube with bolts for a
HayBoss Feeder.
looking at the rollers from the outside
of the feeder on the roller side
determines a left or a right roller. This
is replacement right roller spring and
inner square tube with bolts for a
HayBoss Feeder.
Replacement handle latch spring for
2018 and newer HayBoss Feeders.

Ship Dimension:
.5x.5x1

Price: $3, 2.50usd
Roller Lock Spring

SKU: PSRL516

Ship weight: .07oz

Replacement roller lock spring for
2018 and newer HayBoss Feeders.

Ship Dimension:

Roller Velcro Strap

Price: $2.50,
$2.10usd

SKU: PRVS15

Ship weight: 1oz
Ship Dimension:
2x2x1
Price: $5.50,
$4.50usd

15” Velcro strip used to fasten net bar
to roller.

Air Tight Tool Tube

SKU: PTT12

Ship weight: 11oz

Ship Dimension:
4x4x13.5

Rubber Trim For Roller End

Bag of 100 Hog rings

Price: $28.60,
$23.50usd

SKU: PRT.7531

Tool tube used to keep a knife, zip ties,
net repair kit ect. close by for
convenience. Made to bolt onto 2019
and newer HayBoss Feeders or drill
and mount to older feeders.

Ship weight: 3.6oz

Replacement roller frame trim for
2019 and newer feeders. The upper
and lower trims are the same.

SKU: PHR100

Bag of 100 hog rings for net repair

Ship Dimension:
.75x6x6
Price: $12.75,
$10.60usd

Ship weight: 2.5 oz
Ship Dimension:
2x3x1
Price: $12.00,
$10usd

Side Cutters

SKU: PSC6

Ship weight: 5.5 oz

HayBoss Feeders side cutters used to
cut zip ties and net repair pieces

Ship Dimension:
1x2.5x7
Hog Ring Pliers

Price: $19,
$15.20usd
SKU: PHP7

Ship weight: 10 oz

HayBoss Feeders hog ring pliers used
with hog rings and pieces of net to
repair holes in net.

Price: $22.00,
$17.60usd
SKU: PNH168.5

Standard Feeder net handle

Ship Dimension:
1x2x8

Ship weight: 3 lb
Ship Dimension:
69x1x1
Price: $37.99
$31.65usd

SKU:PNH156.5

Ship weight: 2.5 lb

JR and XL feeder net handle

Ship Dimension:
57x1x1
Price: $35.20
$29.30usd

SKU:PNA.7565.5

Standard Feeder net retaining angle

Ship Dimension:
69x1x1
Price: $17.60
$14.65usd
SKU: PNA.7553.5

JR and XL net retaining angle

Ship Dimension:
57x1x1
Price: $16.45
$13.70usd
SKU: PHH.251.25

Net handle hardware for one handle

Ship weight: 2 lb

Ship weight: 2 lb

Ship weight: 1 oz
Ship Dimension:
2x1x1
Price: $4.75
$3.95usd

